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ABSTRAC T 

Special Relativity can be based on the whole proper group of both ortho- and anti
chronous Lorentz transformations, and a clear physical meaning can be given also to an
tichronous (L e. , non-orthochronousl Lorentz transformations. From the active point of 
view, the latter require existence, for any particle, of its antiparticle within a purely r~ 
lativistic, classical context. From the passive point of view, they give rise to frames 
!1dual II of the ordinary ones, whose properties - here briefly d iscussed - are linked with 
the fact that in physics it is impossible to teach another, far observer (by transmitting 
only instructions, and no physical objects) our own conventions about the choices right/ 
/left, matter/antimatter, and positive/ negative time direction. Interesting considera
tions follow, in particular, by considering - as it is the case - the CPT operation as an 
actual (even if antichronous) Lorentz transformation. 

(x) - Work partially supported by FAPESP and CNPq (Brazil), 
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1. - SPECIAL RELATIVITY WITH OR THO- AND ANTI-CHRONOUS TRANSFORMATIONS. 

From the standard postulates of Special Relativity(1) it follows that in such a theory 

- which refers to the class of Mechanical and Electromagnetic phenomena - the class of 

frames equivalent to a given inertial frame is obtained by means of transformations (IILa _ 

rentz transformations") which satisfy the following, sufficient requirements: 

(a) to be linear (to transform inertial motion into inertial motion) : 

XP,I = AIJ' X V . (1 ) 

(b) to preserve space isotropy {with respect to electromagnetic and mechanical phenomenal; 

(c) to form a group; 

(d) to leave the quadratic form invariant: 

'1 x l1 x"= 'YJ xp.' xv' 
p.v p',, ' 11 

(2) 

From condition (a), if we confine only to subluminal speeds, it follows that in eq. (2 ) 

it is : 

diag (+ I, - I, - I, - 1) 

Eqs. (1), (2), I~) imply that 

detA 2 =1; 

(3) 

The set of all (Lol'entz) transformations satisfying all our conditions - as well known-

consists in fOUl" pieces: 

1 At I 0 ' 11 J', + 
+ 0 

det A + 1 14.a) 

lA'1 0' 
A ~ - 1 

+ 0 
det A = + 1 ; 14. b) 

(A : I AO', ... 
0 

+ 1 ; det A - 1 14.c) 

(A: I 
, 

AD ~ - 1 
0 

det A - 1 . 14.d) 

The whole set actually forms a non -compact , non-connected group (the Full L orentz 

Group), It possesses, however, invariant subgroups; for instance the subgroup of the pro

per orthochl"OnOUS transformations: 

(5) 

and the subgroup of the proper (orthochronolls and antichronous) transfor~ations: 
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For reasons that we shall see elsewhere(2), let us here rewrite 2+ as follows: 

2 
Z(2),,{(11} ,,{+l,-l}, (6') 

Given a transformation 1!, always a transformation A~ ~.9.'1 exists such that 

( 7) 

and vice-versa. Such a one-ta-one correspondence allows us to write formally that 

( 7') 

It follows in particular that the central elements of !i'+, eq. (6), are: 

c (+n, -n). ( 8) 

Since we want to confine ourselves to space-time " rotations!! J we release the pieces 

(4.c) and (4.d). 

Usually, also the piece (4.b) is released. Our aim is to show - on the contrary - how 

a physical meaning can be attributed also to the transformations (4.b), both in the passive 

and in the active sense (Cf. Appendix A), 

In other words, we are going here to show: (0 that all the transformations of the 

group (6) can be attributed the meaning of actual transformations between two physical (in

ertial) frames; and: (ii) that the theory of Special Relativity (SR), once based on the whole 

proper Lorentz group (6), and not only on its orthochronous part, will describe a Minkowski 

space-time populated by both Matter and Anti-matter. 

Such results will be got on the basis of the assumption that. for any observer. ~ 

gative energy objects (travelling forward in time) exist. To such an assumption can be given 

tha status of a fundamental postulate(l) of SR (tiThird Postulate"). Cf. Refs. (1). 

Before going on, let us explicitly recall that the ordinary relativiatic laws (of mecha 

nics and electromagnetism ) are actually covariant under the whole proper group .2'+. since 

they are known to be CPT-symmetric besides covariant under the orthochronous proper Lo

rentz group Y: (see the following). 
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2. - THE ACTIVE POINT OF VIEW. ANTIMATTER FROM SR. 

Let us start with the second (active) point of view, and consider an object (particle) 

P endowed with positive energy and motion forward in time. An antichronous Lorentz tran~ 
I 

formation A+ will change sign (among the others) to the time - components of all the four-

vectors associated with the considered particle P . In particular, it will transform P into a 

particle pt endowed with negative energy and motion backwards in time. Such an object pt 

cant)~ be reinterpreted as the antiparticle P, orthodoxically endowed now with positive 

energy and motion forward in time. 

This reinterpretation(3)(x) not only can, but must be performed, since relativistic 

observers (macro-objects) cao do nothing but explore space-time along the positive time

-direction. As a consequence, 

P' " j5 (9) 

in the sense that in our case any A: has the same kinematical effect of its dua l transfor 

mation A ~, defined through eq. (7), except for the factO) that it moreover transforms(o) p 

into its antiparticle P. 

We may also write 

- U " PT ( 10) 

where the symmetry-operations P, T are to be understood in their strong sense(l): P =

::: stl'ong parity; T =. strong time-reversal. Since it has been shown elsewhere( 1,3) that 

PT ;: CPT, we may write eq. (7') as: 

( 7 11
) 

I 
More generally , due to eqs. (7), (7"), when A+ acts on a phenomenon ph, the tran~ 

fOl'med phenomenon ph' (derormed because of the antichronous Lorentz transformation) will 

have its initial and final states intet'changed with respect to those of ph , and will moreover 

be constituted by the antipat'ticles of the original particles. In particular , the operation 
-i __ 

11 + = - n = PT = CPT lransrOl'ms a process a+b - c+d into the process d +c - b+a, 

without any change in the velocities; and the c hain of processes a + b -.,. c + d _ e + f into 

the chain f+e _ d+"c _ b +a. See also Rer. (3). 

--------------------------
(x) Let us mention that such a reinterpretation procedure has been shown in ref. (3) to be 

equivalent to the application of the chirality operation Y5' 

(0) Notice that, under the "Stong Reflection" (or "Total Inversion") , the 3-velocity does 
not change sign. For the explication of the reason why on the contrary the 3-momentum 
does change sign, see refs . (3 , 1) . 
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3. - THE PASSIVE POINT OF VIEW. THE "DUAL" FRAMES. 

Let us pass now to the passive point of view. Eqs. (7), (7") and what procedes tell us 
-. -I 

that any A+ acts kinematically so as its dual transformation 11+ defined via eq. (7), but with 

the important difference that the new frame: (i) is made of antimatter, instead of matter 

(due to the action of C 1; (ii) has the opposite space-parity (due to the action of P); (iii) has 

chosen as positive the opposite time-direction (due to the action of T), By definition, we - -~ 
shall call such a frame f, got from the initial frame by action of A+. the dual of the frame 

-I 
f got from the initial frame by action of the uduaP transformation A+ (see eq. (7». 

By the elements of the group ~+, therefore, we are able to effect transition from a 

given frame f(M,R ,+t), - chosen e. g. to be made of matter M, and to possess right space

-parity R and the standard direction +t for the time-axis, - not only to all possible frames 

f'(M, R, + t) in relative straight motion, but also to all possible dual Cram es f' eM, L, - t) in 

relative straight motion (where the dual frames f' result to be made of antimatter M, to 

possess left space - parity L, and to use as conventionally positive the opposite time-dire~ 

lion - t). 

Relativistic physical laws will appear the same (i. e. covariant) both from inertial 

frames f and from the dual (inertial) frames f, as implied - incidentelly - by the CPT :: 

== P T covariance when interpreted in the passive sen;je. Actually, due to the covariance of 

the relativistic laws under PT =: CPT , t wo observers that exchange only "informations"{x) 

and no physical objects, cannot teach each other how to build '1P two frames of the same 

type (e. g. , fl and 12); in the sense that the second fra:Tle .. just following the instructions 

of the first frame f} - could build up a ("dual") frame [2 without realizing any differenc e. 

In other words, it is not possible - making reference to the relativistic physical laws - to 

teach how to use the same conventions in assigning the names of matter / antimatter , right / 

/ left space parity, and positive/ negative time-direction. 

It is interesting that, if an observer f sees the chain of processes a + b -+ c + d -+ 

40 e + f, then tha dual observer 1 would see the "inverted" chain of processes f + e _ 
- - --

-"f d+c _ b + a . 

In the present case - differently from the usual ones - it is the active point of view 

to be surely realized in nature, whilst a priori frames realizing the passive pOint of view 

might not to exist. However, if we like to have both pOints of view coinciding, then it 

seems necessary to assume the actual existence even of the dual frames r(Ivi, L, - t). 

(x) Regarding (relativistic) micro-physical processes, at least. 
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4. - AND IN THERMODYNAMICS? 

When passing from elementary objects to large collections of par ticles, the facts men 

tioned at t he end of Sects. 2 and 3 arise some interesting issues. 

Let us first of all suppose that also therm odynamics can be aventually written down in 

~-covariant form. We expect such a Relativistic Thermodynamics to state that every abse£. 

ver - within an isolated system made of the same kind of matter (i. e., any f inside a "world" 

of matter, and any 7 inside a " world" of antimatter) - would see his world to evolve thermo 

dynami cally along his own positive time-direction. 

A possible conclus ion i s that (from the passive point of view) relativistic thermodyna 

mics. - if it ass igns a cer tain time-arrow to the physical evolution of a ma~roseopie i solat ed 

system (e. g. a cosmos) !!lade of matter, when described by an observer made of matter as 

well , - i s required apparently by Relativity to ass i gn it the opposite time-arr ow wh en it i s 

described by an observer made of antimatter. 

In other words (going back to the active point of view), this would mean that r elativi

stic thermodynamics is required by R elativity to assign a certain time-arrow to isolated 

macroscopic systems (e. g . a whole cosmos) made of matter, and the opposite time - arrow 

to macro - sys tem s made of antimatter, when both are described by one and the same ob -

servel' . 

1\ different conclusion , however, derives from another starting assumption . v..' e can 

expect the (.~+ - covariant) Ilelativistic Thermody namics to imply that we would observe the 

same , ordinar y evolution (e. g. , A ~ B --to C ; A -t- B -Jo. C) both in a world W of matter 

and in a world W of antimatter. Then, any CPT- ed observer would see(x) the opposite evo

lution (C - B _ Ii.; C ....,. B _ A) both in Wand W. But of course all observers (the ini 

tial and the C PT- Ed ones) must - and will - see the same relativ istic, .5f+ - covariant laws to 

be effective in Wand W. 
This discus sion i s here incomplete, s ince we neglec ted the essential question of the 

initial con ditions (cf. e. g . the second and third of Refs. (3)) . 

I n any case, even if observers 7 should not exist, what shown above has its intrinsic 

validity in exploiting the symmetries imposed on nature by the theory of Relativity . 

(x) In order to be actually able to see the world, the CPT-ed observer should apply the Whe 
eler-Feynman procedure the other way round, so to make eventually recourse to those
photons which were considered as "advanced" by the initial observers (ef. e. g. the third 
and second one of Refs . (3)). 
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APPENDIX A. 

One way to define the passive and active aspects of a group of symmetry transform~ 

tions is this. 

Following Refs. (4). let us consider a set {ph} of phenomena ph, one observer 0 

and a theory T developed by 0 to describe the set {ph}. Moreover, let be 1J!A <0 {1J!A} , 

(A = 1,2, ...• NL the mathematical objects which the theory T deals with. 

By definition, a kinematically possible trajectory (kpt) is any choice of a set of po~ 

sible values {V'A} for the N quantities "PA , However, not any kpt will be actually realiz

able within the set {ph}; we shall call dynamically possible trajectories (dpt) the kpt's 

corresponding to real phenomena ph's, i. e. such that the physical laws of theory Tare 

satisfied: 

f( {;PA}' a~,p) {;PA} , ... , a(p) (iiiAJ, x) = 0 
1,.... fJ .... v 

(i 1,2,. . .,M) (A.l) 

Ourforrn (A.1) for the physical laws, even if not general, holds however for all local theo

ries T which use the space-time framework as basic background. In such theories, space

-time is usually supposed to be a differentiable manifold V 4' and quantities 1JJA are geo

!Detrical objects defined on V 4 (4,5). 

Now, let 0 be a group. We shall say that the theory T is G-covariant if and only 

if: 

(a) each 1JJA E: {1JJA } is the basis of a faithful realization of G; 

(b) each such realization does associate to any dpt other dpt's. 

If space-time is a differentiable manifold, then it is natural to assume the manifold 

;napping group (MMG) to be a covariance group (as above defined) of theory T. Then, under 

a transformation x' = Ax belonging to MMG, if d == {1JJA(x)} is a dpt, we have that also 

d' ,{iji~(x')} is a dpt, where 1J!A (x') = F (1J!A(x),x'(x)); it follows that 

f ({ -') ,(I){ ,;;;,} 
i 1J!A ,vf' " A '····., a(p) {iji'},x' )= O, 

f' .•. v A 
(A.2) 

and we shall say that the physical laws (motion equations) of theory T are covariant under 

'VI MG, 

Any set d =. {1PA (x)} satisfying eq. (A.I ) is, as known, the dpt characterizing a pa£. 

ticular phe{ph} , as described by the observer 0 when using a local chart {x{e)}, where 

e is the generic world-event : e t3: V 4' 

Now,the interpretation of the sets d' =. {1PA(x')} satisfying eq. (A.2), is multiple, 

depending on the so called passive and a c tive points of view. 

Passive point of view. According to it (Fig. 1). the set d' =. { ;p~(x')} is the dpt of 

the same phenomenon ph as described by the new observer 0 ' that uses the transformed 
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d' d 

/ \ 
/ 

ph 

------~~~---*~--------------obs , 
o o 

FIG. 1 - The pa ssive poi nt of view. See the text and the last one of Refs. (4) . 
It is : 0' -AO =+ d' .Ad. 

local chart lx'(e)}. In this case , the transformation acts on the reference frames. However, 

lW A (Xl)} satisfies eq. (A. 2) , but with boundary conditions d ifferent from th05 e of eg . (A.1). 

Int ermediate point of view. According to it (Fig. 2), the set ct' :: {1PA(x ' )} is the dpt 

of a new phenom en on ph I which i s desc r ibed by 0', that uses the local chart {x ' ( e) L so as 

ph was described by O. In other words, the descriptions d = {1PA(x)} and ct ' :: {1PA(x ' )} do 

coi ncide. 

.,. 
/ " 

ph / "h' 
--~~f~----~~~~~--------ph 

"-
"-

"-
I 

.----4~----------------··-----obs , 
o 0 

FIG. 2 - The intermediate point of view, It is: 

phI = Aph; d;. d' ~ 0' ::AO. 

Active point of vi ew. Accordi ng to it (Fig. 3), th e set {V1~(Xl)} is first of all trans

fot'med into the set I Vifi.(x)} by the known transformation x -i> x', Then , the set d22 {1PA(X)} 

is interpreted as the dpt of a new phenomenon ph' (the transformed phenomenon) as still 

described by the same observer a which used the local chart {e(x)} . In this case , the trans-
-, 

formation acts on the phenomena. The set here considered, d 2 :. {1J.'A(x)}. satisfies eq. (A.1), 

however with bOlltldat'y conditio ns different from those for {ipA (x)} . 

It is POSSilllf.' to divide the class of all the "dpt ' s in disjoint sets C of equivalent dpt's. 

Two dpt's will be said to be equivalent when one can be transformed into the other by an el~ 
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d, d 2 

---_____ ,.------/-4.-_ d - [ljJ A l 
\ / 
\ / 

--------~~~-----**~--------ph 
ph, / ph' 

\ / / 

--------~~~---------------obs 
o 

FIG. 3 - The active point of view. It is: 

ment A of the covariance group MMG, according to either the passive or active points of 

view. 

It is obvious that, according to the passive point of view, all dpt's belonging to a 

given nequivalence class!! C p are descriptions of one and the same phenomenon ph as 

seen by different observers transformed one into the other by the MMG (see Fig. 1). 

According to the active point of view, on the contrary, the dpt's of a given equi

valence class Ca represent the descriptions by one and the same observer 0 of different 

phenomena, transformed one into the other by the MMG (see Fig. 3). 

The passive and active pOints of view will be equivalent, by definition, if the union 

~ Cp's is equal to the union of all Ca's. In our case, the passiv e and active points of 

view are equivalent, since the set !!i) of the descriptions {d, d ' , ... } P is equal to the set 

!!i) of the descriptions {d 1, d 2, ... la' because 

I'AEoG; 

VA c= G, 
(A.3) 

provided that the phenomenon ph of Fig. 1 belongs to the class of phenomena in Fig. 3, 

and that the observer a in Fig. 3 belongs to the class of observers in Fi g. 1. 

Let us now add some considerations on the conc ept of "sy mmetry group" (or 

uinvariance groupll) of a theory which is G-covariant. To this aim , let us divide our set 

{'1JJA } of geometrical objects in two pieces: 

( a + p= N) , 
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such that Aa(x) satisfy the condition (i) above and the following: Any value Aa(x) of Aa(x), 

that satisfies the motion equations of the theory. appears in each equivalence class C of the 

dpt's, together with all its transformed values. Such geometrical objects A a(x), if they 

exist in the theory T , are called the absolute geometrical objects of the theory. The re 

maining objects Dp (x) are called the dynamical geometrical objects . It is interesting that 

only t he dynamical objects individuate the different equivalence classes of dpt's. 

The symmetry group of a given mathematical object is the subgroup of G MMG such 

that 

The symmetry group of a theory T that i s G-covariant is then the largest subgroup 

of G which i s simultaneously the symmetry grou p o f all the absolute objects of T . 

Let us recall that , e . g. , the absolu te objec t s of Special Relativity are the metric 

tensor 1]1-'1' and the Cas imir invariants of the Poincare gr oup, m~ and m~s(s + 1). 

Usually it i s called covariance group what we called here symmetry (or invariance) 

g r oup. In Special R elativity, when on e restricts himself only to inertial frames, the two 

groups coinc i de. 

From what precedes we see that any theory T can be formalized so to be covariant 

under the manifold ma pping group (i. e. , und er all the CCO-transformationsl. However, in 

general this is got only at t he price of introducing m any absolute objects which har dly de

scrib e physical phenomena (this is the case , e. g . , of Newton theory when written down in 

General Covariant way), It is well - known , on the contrary, tha t Gen eral Relativity has the 

exceptional charac ter of possess ing no absolute objects . As a consequence, even for Gene 

I' a l l1 elativity the covariance and invariance groups coinci de. 
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